Molecular imaging in gastroenterology: A route for personalized endoscopy.
With the rapid expansion and diversification of the repertoire of biological agents utilized in inflammatory bowel diseases and cancer and the increase in oncological patients in gastroenterology, visualization of single receptor or molecular target expression and the subsequent initiation of expression tailored therapy are gaining increasing attention. Through the combination of utilizing fluorescently labeled probes with high specificity towards defined molecular targets and their subsequent detection and visualization with endoscopic devices, molecular imaging is a new emerging field focusing on the receptor expression within the mucosa on a cellular level rather than on macroscopic changes. In the past years various new technological and molecular probes have been successfully utilized for molecular imaging. Within this review, we summarize different technologies as well as molecular probes applied in molecular imaging and review current and past approaches for functional imaging with molecular endoscopy within the GI Tract and resulting clinical applications. It can be expected that molecular imaging allows for individualized diagnostic approaches and patient tailored medicine in the future.